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Euphony Audio is a company dedicated to the development and online
distribution-download of the Stylus package.

Stylus is a premium audio software consisting of an operating system dedicated 
exclusively to audio playback and a highly optimized audio player/library manager, 
making it the only true "audiophile-grade" software on the high-end audio market. 
Being the only audio player on the market that comes exclusively pre-installed on 
an audio-optimized operating system, the Stylus doesn't have to contend with a 
lot of non-audio related tasks that consume computer resources within standard 
operating systems (Windows, OSX).Additionally, the Stylus package includes other 
popular audio players, also pre-installed on the highly optimized Euphony OS. 
Although the sound quality of these audio players does not reach the organic 
fullness and natural color of Stylus audio reproduction, some audiophiles prefer 
the user interfaces and features that these players offer. Together with streaming 
services Tidal and Qobuz, Stlyus integrates everything esential for superior audio
playback from the computer.

Our goal is to promote the idea that only an operating system, fine-tuned for
superior audio reproduction and an acompanying audio player, can achieve true
musicality within digital audio playback.

Furthermore, we produce and maintain a custom version of the Stylus package 
for the Ultra music streamer from the Dutch company Pink Faun. Our audiophile OS
is used by several other top audio manufacturers who make music streamers for
their exclusive custumers.

Summus is our music streamer, powered by Stylus software. Summus machines 
are intended for computer audiophiles who are not interested in DIY installing and
configuring the Stlylus software on their own comuters. Summus machines are 
ready to use and do not require any special computer skills. We have pre-installed
and optimally configured the Stylus software for your musical enjoyment on Summus
device.
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